Legal Update
GDPR Fine of €17 million for META
The Irish Data Protection Commission (“IDPC”) has imposed a fine of €17m on Meta Platforms Ireland
Limited, formerly Facebook Ireland Limited, (“Meta”) for breaches of its obligations under the General
Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”).
The IDPC launched an inquiry into aspects of Meta’s activities following a series of twelve data breach
notifications it received in the six-month period between 7 June 2018 and 4 December 2018. The inquiry
examined the extent to which Meta complied with the requirements of GDPR and specifically Articles
5(1)(f), 5(2), 24(1) and 32(1) in relation to the processing of personal data relevant to these breach
notifications.
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IDPC Findings
noteworthy that some data protection
The IDPC inquiry revealed that Meta had infringed
supervisory authorities across the EU have been
Articles 5(2) and 24(1) of the GDPR. In particular
critical of the low level of fines historically
the IDPC found that Meta had failed to have
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Co-Decision Process
While the IDPC was the relevant supervisory
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authority for Meta, given that the processing
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under examination constituted “cross-border”
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processing under the terms of the GDPR, the
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making process outlined in Article 60 of the GDPR.
been the subject of a consultation paper (CP 140))
Accordingly, all of the other European data
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supervisory authorities were engaged as coAccordingly regulated businesses operating in the
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compliance with related provisions - or face the
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was achieved on the decision in the end.
Accordingly, this decision of the IDPC represents
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The Data Protection team in Clerkin Lynch assists
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with interpretation of complex areas of the GDPR
This is the latest in a series of fines imposed by the
and related guidance for application in particular
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fact scenarios.
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